To Load slides on the TRESTLE microscope stage

Double click on the MedMicroscopy Icon (on your Desktop) to start (if it isn’t already started.)

In the Connect window select localhost. Then click the Connect button.
Microscope image appears first.

Click on the SL4 button to open the SL4 Control window.

Click on SAFE POSITION button

The TRESTLE Microscope Stage will move to a Safe Position so that the glass slides can be loaded.

Hold the glass slide with the label end toward you. Place the un-labeled end of the glass slide in the grooves on the TRESTLE Microscope Stage first, then slide the SILVER BUTTON for that slide position toward you to drop the label end of your slide into position. Then let go of the SILVER BUTTON.
Scan slides

Click on the SCAN SLIDES button on the SL4 Control window to begin scanning the slides.

The Scan Slides Wizard will begin. Click Next on the first window without selecting either of the available checkboxes.
On the second window of the Scan Slides Wizard indicate which slides you wish to scan. You can select ALL or check specific slides on the Slots 1-4.

Enter the specimen number in the Description field and any additional information about the slide in the Note field. The remote viewer will see this information when selecting which slide to view from the SL4 window.

Then click Next.

Click the FINISH button to start Scanning.

The monitor will display which Slot is being scanned.

Thumbnails of the scanned slides will be displayed in the SL4 Control window after the scanning of all slides has been completed.

Note: Any information that you entered in the Description and Note fields will also be displayed. If you wish to edit the Description or Note for a slide, select the slide then click on the Edit Info button.